Recommendations 2019
Saturday 16th February Fund raising barn dance with caller Dick and Stefan, Stephen & Luke in the band.

Dear Mike
Please could you pass on our sincere thanks and gratitude to the Woodsiders Band and caller
Dick. They were absolutely brilliant and had everyone on the floor all night long! I don't know
where Dick gets all his energy from but I want some!
We enjoyed a fabulous Barn Dance and have raised £2,114.50 for our Day Centre for the elderly
which is a great achievement.
Many thanks and hope to see the Band and Dick again soon.
With many thanks
Helen
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Saturday 9th February Birthday barn dance with caller Barbara and Mike, Ted & Luke in the band.

Hello Mike
You were fantastic! I have had so many comments from people about how much they enjoyed the
ceilidh.
Many thanks again
Anna
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Burns Nights 2019
Ferneham Hall Friday 25th January with caller Charles and John, Ted & Luke in the band.

Hi Mike
I just want to say a huge thank you to you and the band for making our event so AMAZING!! Every
year they just keep getting better and better. Ted’s address was fantastic and Charles was on top
form!
I am excited to say that it was our most successful event to raising £7273.00 which is more than
ever before.
It is always such a pleasure working with you and the band, you give me the confidence to know
my entertainment is sorted and that I can leave it with you guys to give all my guests a fabulous
time.
Many Thanks Kelle
Kelle Russell Events Fundraiser

The Rainbow Centre
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Thursday 24th January Gosport with caller Amanda and Mike, Ian & Luke in the band.

Hello Mike,
Thank you so much for the lovely music! We really enjoyed it and had a wonderful time!
Best wishes, Brye
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